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to the provisions of the Code Napoldon, what it decides in effect
is that the rule of the French internal law relating to intestacy
is, in the case of persons domiciled in France, effective outside
the territorial limits of the French law-maker. In the words of
Savigny:
'It is this diversity of positive kws which makes it necessary to mark
off for each, in sharp outline, the area of its authority, to fix the limits
of different positive laws in respect to one another.'1
This method of expressing the function of the subject does not
mean that the sphere of application of each rule of law is, or
can be, determined once and for all for every situation to which
it may be relevant.2 The area over which any given rule of law
extends will vary with the particular circumstances in which its
operation is under consideration. The English rules governing
contractual capacity will apply to certain transactions effected
by domiciled Englishmen abroad, but not to others.
Private mternational Jaw_ is^not,a~separate^brancL.of Jaw4n Private in-
the same sense as, say,_thejaw ^of^qi^act: or^ of,^nkr\jL^icy^^^^]
It i^^5enraHiSgZ^~~	with three
~z~~~	questions : .
clt starts up unexpectedly in any court and in the midst of any -^^
process. It may be sprung like a mine in a plain common law action,
in an administrative proceeding in equity, or in a divorce case, or a
bankruptcy case, in a shipping case, or a matter of criminal procedure.
. . * The most trivial action of debt, the most complex case of equitable
claims, may be suddenly interrupted by the appearance of a knot to be
untied only by private international
Nevertheless, private international law is a separate and dis-
tinct unit in the English legal system just as much as the law of
bankruptcy or of contracts, but it possesses this unity, not be-
cause it deals with one particular topic, but because it is always
concerned with one or more of
(i) Tur^gtion^f the Englishj:ourt.l~~
(ii) THe^oice onawr^^   ~     i    /
k (iii) JunsdicSofToTa Foreign court.   ]
We must be prepared to consider almost every branch of private
law, but only in connexion with two matters — -jurisdiction and
choice of law.
1	Private International Law, Guthrie's translation, p. 6.
2	Cook, Logical and Legal Bases of Conflict of Laws, p. 7.
3	Frederic Harrison, Jurisprudence and the Conflict of Laws, p. 101.

